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JUDGMENT 

  

1. This case was lodged by Musstt. Malata Khatoon against Hasmat Ali 

before Udalguri court. But this case was send for police investigation by 

the predecessor in court. On the basis of complain petition, as per 

direction of my predecessor in court, police has registered this case for 

investigation. 

2. It was stated that in the FIR that complainant was a co-villager woman 

and accused was VCDC Chairman of Rowta Tea Garden. It was stated 

on the FIR that one Gram Sabha was called at about 5/6 months ahead 

of lodging the case in Rowta primary school of Tea Garden. It was 

stated in the FIR that complainant applied for IAY for the year 2014/15 

scheme for the purpose of demand of IAY house and gave necessary 

documents for the same purpose. It was stated in the FIR that 

complainant gave necessary document along with ID Number 9720 of 

her husband. It was stated that the complainant kept in connection 

with accused in connection with house. It was stated that accused took 

the signature of the complainant for the purpose of Government house. 

Accused put signature of complainant with promise to give government 

house and demand Rs. 30,000. It was stated that complainant refused 

to give such amount of money and for the same reason her house was 

given to Md. Yasin Ali son of Mojitullah against the ID number of 

husband of complainant, which was 9720. Complainant stated that it 

was known for availability for chairman of VCDC was only of for the 

purpose of IAY house. It was stated in the complaint petition that 

accused legally used ID number of the complainant and committed 

touch in regard to his responsibility of the po0st. Accordingly, this case 

was lodged.  

3. Accordingly, in due course, the charge sheet against the accused 

person for an offence punishable under section 409/406 of the IPC was 

filed. Thus, upon appearance of the accused person, the necessary 

copies under section 207 of Cr.P.C. was supplied. Charge under section 

406 of the IPC is framed against accused. The particulars of offences 
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for charge under section 406 of the IPC have read over and explained 

to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. Prosecution examined seven witnesses in this case during the trial. 

Accordingly the Ld. APP for the state prayed before the court to allow 

the prosecution to close evidence as the complainant cum victim had 

not implicated the accused. At the conclusion of the prosecution 

evidence, the statement of accused was recorded under section .313 of 

the Cr. p. c. and their plea was total innocence. However, the accused 

person had declined to adduce any evidences in own support and 

accordingly, the defence evidence was closed. 

5. I have heard the arguments advanced by both sides. The case record is 

also perused along with the depositions on record. Accordingly, the 

moot point for decision of this case is framed as below. 

The point for decision: 

6. Whether the accused person committed criminal breach of trust and 

thereby, accused had committed any offence punishable under section 

406 of the IPC? 

Discussions and reasons and decisions thereof: 

7. I have carefully perused the evidence on record. As such, in order to 

arrive at a just decision of this case, it would be appropriate to for this 

court to have a comparative analysis of the evidence on record.  

8. During the argument, the Ld. A. P. P. for the state admitted that the 

prosecution side has failed to implicate the accused. The learned 

defence counsel pleaded for acquittal of the accused person as there is 

lack of appreciable evidence against the accused person to implicate 

with this case.  

9. PW-1 namely, Musstt. Maleta Khatoon was the informant in this 

case.PW-1 stated that the occurrence took place at 5 about 2 years ago 

while IAY house allotted in her name. PW-1 stated that she came to 

know about the fact that the accused issued ID number against her 

name. PW-1 stated that accused was Chairman of VCDC of the area, 

who gave the house to Yasin Ali. PW-1 stated that she came to know 

about the fact of the block office. PW-1 stated that Yasin Ali took her 

thump impression on a blank white paper. PW-1 stated that 
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subsequently her house was allotted to Yasin by the accused. PW-1 

clearly stated that she did not swear any affidavit regarding her IAY 

house for Yasin Ali. PW-1 namely, Musstt. Maleta Khatoon stated that 

she came to know about the said fact by way of RTI on 18.12.14. PW-1 

stated that though she applied for RTI on 18.12.14 and report was 

received lately. PW-1 stated in cross examination Yasin Ali married to 

niece of the complainant. PW-1 stated in cross examination that while 

Yasin Ali took her signature of thumb impression of Rowta Chariali in 

front of a shop, there were no other person present thereof except 

Yasin. PW-1 stated in cross examination that she could not remember 

when she filed application seeking IAY house. PW-1 stated in cross 

examination that it was not a fact that she came to court with Yasin 

and swear an affidavit transferring her ID number in his name so as to 

enable him to get a house as he was her relative. PW-1 stated in cross 

examination she could not read or write.  

10. PW-2 namely, Hussain Mohammad Ali Hasan stated that he knew both 

the parties and he was president of AAMSU at Rowta Bagan Anchalik 

Samitee from 2014 to 2015. PW-2 stated that they filed an RTI 

application before BDO at Rowta to enable them to furnish the list of 

beneficiaries regarding entitlement of IAY house. PW-2 stated that MR 

number 20/15was the report provided to them. PW-2 stated report was 

compared with the list of beneficiaries of the locality and he came to 

know that name of Yasin Ali had been entered against ID number of 

Maleta Khatoon’s husband, namely, Chikaru Sheikh. PW-2 stated that 

relevant fact was informed by them to all beneficiaries who have been 

deprived. PW-2 stated in cross examination that there was no 

mentioned of the informant`s name in the list of beneficiaries as per 

report given by BDO. PW-2 stated in cross examination that there was 

no mention in the report that in place of Maleta Khatoon’s husband,   

name of Yasin Ali was entered as beneficiary. PW-2 stated in cross 

examination that there was no mentioned of any date in the list 

provided by BDO, Rowta. PW-2 denied in cross examination about his 

knowledge that Maleta Khatoon sworn an affidavit in the year 2014 

transferring her ID Number in the name of Yasin.  
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11. PW-3, namely, Azad Ali knew both the parties. PW-3 stated that he was 

secretary of AAMSU of their locality at the relevant time. PW-3 stated 

that they on behalf of AAMSU filed an application seeking information 

regarding list of beneficiary of IAY house by RTI. PW-3 stated that as 

per the report, they came to know that some of the IAY house had 

been allotted to person in the list of beneficiaries. PW-3 was declined 

by the defence side.  

12. PW-4, namely, Md. Hatem Ali knew both the parties. PW-4 stated that 

accused was the chairman of VCDC of their locality. PW-4 stated that at 

the relevant time, accused gave the IAY house in the name of Rafik Ali 

against his ID number. PW-4 stated that police interrogated him in this 

respect of the said incident after he lodged the case. PW-4 stated that 

accused denied everything, subsequently, on being asked about the 

facts and PW-4 had not received any IAY house in his name. PW-4 

stated that accused misappropriated fund allotted for construction of 

IAY houses as per his knowledge. PW-4 stated in cross examination 

that list of beneficiaries were prepared by Rowta block on the basis of 

village meeting. PW-4 stated in cross examination that fund allotted 

against IAY house have to go through Bank transaction and he had an 

account in his name at Gaonlia Bank. PW-4 stated in cross examination 

that the fund was released through Bank, while the beneficiaries should 

be personal present before cashier. PW-4 stated in cross examination 

that accused, namely, Hasmat Ali was not a service holder. PW-4 

denied in cross examination that it was not a fact that he transferred 

his ID in the name of Rafik, who was son of his elder brother. PW-4 

stated in cross examination it was not a fact that accused could not 

exercise his power in getting IAY house for block.  

13. PW-5, namely, Md. Jakir Hussain knew both the parties. PW-5 stated 

that the informant applied for IAY house arranged her ID number 

through accused, who was the VCDC chairman of Rowta Bagan.PW-5 

stated that he came to know subsequently that the house allotted 

against the ID number of the informant to some other person. PW-5 

stated in cross examination that Maleta Khatoon submitted her 

application in the meeting held at Rowta Bagan at about one year ago. 
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PW-5 stated in cross examination that Yasin got IAY house in the name 

of ID number of informant, namely Maleta Khatoon. PW-5 stated in 

cross examination he could not say, if Yasin was son in law of the 

informant; and if informant had sworn an affidavit for IAY house 

against her ID number with direction that same should be given to her 

son in law, namely, Yasin Ali.  

14. PW-6 namely, Lakhi Nath Saikia was junior engineer of village 

development of Rowta division at on 18.12.14. PW-6 stated he knew 

Hasmat Ali, who was accused of the case. PW-6 stated that he made 

field inquiry as Junior Engineer, whether the work was on progress or 

not. PW-6 stated that on the basis of his report, second instalment 

under IAY scheme was to release. PW-6 stated that while he had 

verified the house under ID number 9720 allotted to Yasin Ali, he found 

the work was on progress and submitted the report. PW-6 stated that 

they did not verified whether ID number was correctly allotted to the 

beneficiaries. PW-6 stated in cross examination that they did not verify 

the documents as to which of beneficiaries to prepare selection list for 

whom the houses was to allot. PW-6 stated that in cross examination 

he could not say when informant had given any affidavit to beneficiary 

Yasin Ali to give the loan under IAY scheme.  

15. PW-7 namely, Haresh Chandra Bora was the investigating officer in the 

case. PW-7 stated he had seized an original affidavit and a list of 

beneficiary in respect of IAY house in the year of 2014/15 approved by 

Rowta Bagan VCDC under Rowta block. PW-7 stated that he seized one 

RTI report vide RDB/RD/RTI/2012-13  and the list of beneficiary of IAY 

for the year 2014-15 approved by ‘Gram Sabha’ to Rowta under VCDC 

vide number 1213. PW-7 disclose that over writing approved by the 

chairman in respect of RTI report RDB/RD/41/2012-13 dated 30.12.14 

and the list of beneficiaries of IAY for the year 2014/15 approved by 

‘Gram Sabha’ under VCDC  vide number 1213. PW-7 disclosed that over 

writing approved by the chairman in respect of 9, 12, 26, 29, 31, and 

32 and signed by Hasmat Ali. PW-7 stated that he submitted charge 

sheet against accused as absconder under section 406/409 of IPC. PW-

7 stated that Ext-1 was seizure list and Ext-1(1) was his signature. PW-
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7 stated that Ext-2 was another seizure and Ext-2(1) was his signature. 

PW-7 stated that Ext-3 seizure list and Ext-3(1) was his signature. PW-

7 stated that Ext-4 was the sketch map and Ext-4 4(1) his signature. 

PW-7 stated that Ext-5 was the charge sheet and Ext-5(1) was his 

signature. PW-7 stated that material exhibit 1 was the affidavit sworn 

by Malata Bewa, wife of Sikru Sheikh of Rowta Bagan. PW-7 stated that 

material ext-2 was list of beneficiaries approved by Rowta development 

block vide number RDP/RD/RTI/41/2012-13 submitted by chairman 

Rowta Bagan VCDC. PW-7 stated that material exhibit 3 was copy of 

‘Gram Sabha’ held at 78 Rowta Bagan L. P. School and list of 

beneficiaries selected by ‘Gram Sabha’ and approved of Rowta Bagan 

VCDC. PW-7 stated in cross examination material exhibit-1 was sworn 

on 20.10.14 before notary public, Udalguri and FIR of the present case 

was lodged on 3.3.15. PW-7 stated that paragraph 2, 3, and 4 of the 

affidavit content that ID holder vide 9720 from Rowta block under 

Udalguri district was going to transferring the said ID number to Yasin 

Ali with authorisation to Yasin Ali that he could use or transferring the 

said I D number 9720 and deponent of the affidavit had no objection 

on that. PW-7 stated in cross  examination that allegation of the FIR 

was that I D number of the informant Maleta Khatoon was given to 

Yasin Ali by VCDC chairman to enable him to get house under IAY 

scheme. PW-7 stated in cross examination that the name of Yasin Ali 

was mentioned in serial number 26 in respect of material exhibit 2 and 

Ext-3, which were approved by ‘Gram Sabha’. PW-7 stated in cross 

examination that except BDO, he did not examine any other witness 

from the concerned office. PW-7 stated that in cross examination that 

material exhibit was seized by investigating officer from Yasin Ali. PW- 

7 stated in the cross examination that he did not seize the ID card 

number. 

16. So, from having perusal of the entire materials on record, it appears 

that the on basis of version of the PW-1, the case was set in motion. 

According to Section 406 I.P.C., the offence of criminal breach of trust 

is committed when a person who is entrusted in any manner with the 

property or with any dominion over it, dishonestly misappropriates it or 
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converts it to his own use, or dishonestly uses it, or disposes of it, in 

violation of any direction of law prescribing the mode in which the trust 

is to be discharged, or of any lawful contract, express or implied, made 

by him touching such discharge, or wilfully suffers any other person so 

to do. Thus in the commission of the offence of criminal breach of 

trust, two distinct parts are involved. The first consists of the creation 

of an obligation in relation to the property over which dominion or 

control is acquired by the accused. The second is a misappropriation or 

dealing with the property dishonestly and contrary to the terms of the 

obligation created. All that is necessary for an offence under section 

406 is that there should be misappropriation or conversion with the 

intention of causing wrongful gain or loss, or convert to one’s own use 

movable property. It is not necessary that loss or gain should have 

actually accrued before the offence is completed. As such, the action 

and not the section may be vulnerable. As such, there is need to see 

that an innocent person is not made to suffer on account of unfounded, 

baseless and malicious allegation. It is equally undisputable that in 

many cases no direct evidence is available and the court has to act on 

circumstantial evidences.  

17. In the light of above stated discussions of witnesses, it has appeared 

that prosecution witnesses have failed to disclose that an obligation of 

dominion or control is not acquired by the accused in relation to the 

property of Malta Khatun.PW-1 has deposed in an ambiguous 

manner.PW-1 stated that she came to know about the fact that the 

accused issued ID number against her name. But, it is not a case that a 

misappropriation or dealing with the property dishonestly and contrary 

to the terms of the obligation created in respect of ID number against 

name of complainant. Rather, it was the ID number against name of 

husband of complainant against house was allotted. PW-1 disclosed 

that accused was Chairman of VCDC of the area, who gave the house 

to Yasin Ali and she came to know about the fact of the block office. 

But, surprisingly, PW-1 disclosed that Yasin Ali took her thump 

impression on a blank white paper. PW-1 clearly stated that she did not 

swear any affidavit regarding her IAY house for Yasin Ali. But, 
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prosecution has failed to challenge existence of Material Exhibit- 1, 

which is basically an affidavit sworn by complainant, i.e. Malata Bewa, 

wife of Sikru Sheikh of Rowta Bagan, authorising Yasin Ali to deal with 

transfer ofID number of husband of complainant, which was 9720. 

Interestingly,PW-1 stated in cross examination Yasin Ali married to 

niece of the complainant and Yasin Ali was not an accused in this case 

with present accused. Even, Yasin Ali was not a witness of this case to 

enlighten us about the facts as beneficiary of the house against ID 

number of husband of complainant, which was 9720. This has lead 

material discrepancy between the witnesses. As such, the vital link in 

the chain of the prosecution case was omitted. Where circumstances 

throw considerable doubt on the prosecution case, the accused should 

be given the benefit of doubt to prevent scope of misuse of legal 

provision. 

18.  PW-1 stated in cross examination that while Yasin Ali took her 

signature of thumb impression of Rowta Chariali in front of a shop, 

there were no other person present thereof except Yasin.PW-7, being 

investigating officer stated in cross examination that the name of Yasin 

Ali was mentioned in serial number 26 in respect of material exhibit 2 

and Ext-3, which were approved by ‘Gram Sabha’. Facts which have 

afforded an opportunity for their occurrence are relevant fact.  PW-1 

stated in cross examination that she could not remember when she 

filed application seeking IAY house. Scrutiny of evidence of prosecution 

witness showing that their version was not only exaggerated version of 

the case, but giving ambiguity to the entire occurrence. Where 

circumstances throw considerable doubt on the prosecution case, the 

accused should be given the benefit of doubt to prevent scope of 

misuse of legal provision. As such, it cannot be ascertained beyond all 

reasonable doubt that accused persons committed any offence. So, any 

misappropriation or dealing with the property of complainant in 

dishonest manner and contrary to the terms of the obligation created in 

favour of accused is not beyond out of shadow of all reasonable doubt 

and hence, same requires reasonable corroboration of the other 
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prosecution witnesses so as to prevent possibility of misuse of law 

under the facts and circumstances of this case.  

19. In the present case, all the witnesses in their depositions failed to 

corroborate the allegation against the accused, in sequence of story 

and in unequivocal terms to the fact and circumstances of the case. It 

is the principle that the quality of evidence is appreciated, not the 

quantity. So far as allegation of the prosecution is concerned, the 

allegation of FIR is not supported by the PW-1. It appears that principal 

witness or none of the independent witnesses in this case has 

supported the prosecution case as per provision of law. This cast doubt 

on the story of prosecution with a suggestion that there is scope 

misusing the provision of law by the complainant. If the complainant 

cum victim has not implicated the accused, it will not possible for me to 

convict the accused in this case beyond all reasonable doubt. On the 

basis of the above stated reasons, the evidences adduced by the 

prosecution side have failed to attract my attention to consider that the 

prosecution side has able to prove own case beyond all reasonable 

doubt.  

20. Having considered the matter in its entirety, in the light of the above 

discussions, I am of view that the prosecution is not able to establish 

its case beyond reasonable doubt. In the result, the points taken for 

determination in this case is decided negatively extending the benefit of 

doubt to the accused person. In the result, I found no material to hold 

the accused person guilty under sections 406 of the I.P.C. 

21.  I have, therefore, acquitted accused person from the charges under 

section 406of the I.P.C. In result, the accused is set at his own liberty, 

forthwith.  

22. The bail bond stands cancelled and the bailor is discharged. 

23. The case is disposed of on contest. 

24. The judgment is delivered in open court and given under my hand and 

seal of this court on this 19 day of July, 2017. 

 

Written by me.      Signature 
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Appendix 

Witnesses for prosecution:   

PW-1 is Musstt. Maleta Khatoon  

PW-2 is Hussain Mohammad Ali Hasan  

PW-3 is Azad Ali  

PW-4 is Md. Hatem Ali  

PW-5 is Md. Jakir Hussain  

PW-6 is Lakhi Nath Saikia  

PW-7 is Haresh Chandra Bora 

 

Witnesses for accused: Nil 

Exhibits for prosecution:   

Ext-1 was seizure list.  

Ext-2 was another seizure  

Ext-3 seizure list  

Ext-4 was the sketch map  

Ext-5 was the charge sheet  

Exhibits for accused:  Nil 

Material Exhibit: 

Material Exhibit-1 was the affidavit sworn by Malata Bewa.  

Material Exhibit -2 was list of beneficiaries. 

Material Exhibit-3 was list of beneficiaries selected by ‘Gram Sabha’  

  

Court witness:   Nil. 

Exhibits by the court:  Nil.  

 

 

Ankur Bhuyan 

 

 

 

 


